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Welcome

The taste
of fun
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Bubbles




























































The taste


of fun!










All our products are made from simple recipes – flip our pouch over and you’ll see that our ingredients list is very short. That’s because every Capri-Sun in a pouch is free from artificial colours, flavours and preservatives. Capri-Sun shares an iconic taste everywhere in the world, made with slightly different recipes to cater to local preferences.
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No artificial flavours,
preservatives & colours
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Sweet News:
No Added Sugar

Our new Zero range contains only naturally occurring sugar from fruit and low-calorie sweeteners.
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Ready to
sip & go!

Convenience when you need it, celebrate those carefree moments.
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Tasty fruit,
the taste of fun!

Made with fruit juice and water, and free from preservatives, artificial colours and flavours.
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Frequently Asked
Questions

Got questions? We've got answers! Dive into our FAQs for quick solutions and a splash of FAQ-tastic fun.



Find out more
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Sustainability

At Capri-Sun, we know there is no Planet B. That’s why we aim to minimise our impact on the environment.
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Ingredients

The fruity taste of Capri-Sun is loved by adults and children around the world and is created by a remarkably simple list of ingredients.
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Join the conversation

Let's explore, connect and share the fun. 
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